well done

Score
5- Exceptional
4- Proficient
3- Satisfactory
2- Limited
1- Poor

Writing Across the College (WAC) workshop #3

"Assessing Writing Assignments"

OK, so you’ve assigned a paper - how do you grade it? Tips for effectively responding to student writing...without pulling your hair out.

Date: 10/16/2007 or Date: 10/26/2007
Time: 2-3 pm Time: 1-2 pm

Location: IDC SCB 2401

Adjunct faculty are eligible for compensation if they attend.

Co-sponsored by the English Department and the Instructional Development Center

For more information contact:
Jennifer Swartout • Assistant Professor of English • Heartland Community College
Email: Jennifer.Swartout@heartland.edu • Phone: 309.268.8609